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About the Author: Mavis Gock Yen

Mavis Yen (1916–2008) would have loved to have held this book in her hands.
From the time she commenced school, she loved reading and she loved books; in
primary school, she would read her older brother’s books as well as her own. Never
a great fiction reader, she devoured history books, particularly those about China
and its people. But she never had a chance to leaf through a book she had written
herself. She published some newspaper articles and a few short stories in Australian
compendiums of Australian women writers. Her most prominent work was the
English translation of Shanghai Princess (上海的金枝玉葉), written by Chinese
author Chen Danyan (陳丹燕), a biography of Mavis’ distant Sydney-born relative
Daisy Kwok (郭婉瑩). That book was published posthumously. So, holding this
book would have meant a tremendous amount to her.

The inspiration for South Flows the Pearl came from one of the darkest times of
Mavis’ life. When Mao Zedong (毛澤東) unleashed the Cultural Revolution (文化
大革命) on all sectors of Chinese society, she, along with other staff and students,
were required to live on the campus of the Beijing Second Foreign Languages
Institute (北京第二外國語學院), where she taught English to mature-aged
students. Later, the entire institute was relocated to a small village in Henan (河南)
province where it set up its May Seven Cadre School (五七幹校) and helped the
local villagers with farm work. One ordeal endured by those targeted during the
Cultural Revolution was the constant requirement to engage in self-criticism – to
account for their lives, confess their class crimes, and aspire to reeducation.

Having been born in Australia, Mavis now for the first time began to critically
analyse how people of Chinese heritage like herself were treated and discriminated
against by the dominant Anglo-Saxon population. Balancing this was the treatment
she endured during the Cultural Revolution as a suspected foreign
counter-revolutionary, despite her belief that she had been conscientiously helping
to build a new nation during the previous twenty years. Where did she fit in? How
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was it that she was considered a foreigner in both the countries she called home?
Readers will recognise many variations on this theme in South Flows the Pearl.

Mavis Yen lived an adventurous life that could easily sit alongside the oral
history stories she recorded for this book. As you will read in her brother Harry
Gock Ming’s stories, she was born Mavis Gock Ming in 1916 in Perth, Western
Australia, to a successful immigrant Chinese shopkeeper, William Gock Ming,
and Bendigo-born Australian woman Mabel Jenkins. When William and Mabel
married in 1910, so-called mixed marriages were looked down upon by
mainstream Australians, who generally supported the federal government’s recently
legislated White Australia policy.

From the ages of nine to nineteen, Mavis lived in China with her parents and
three siblings; two of those years were spent in her father’s ancestral village in the
Pearl River Delta, before she finished high school in Shanghai. In the mid-1930s,
she returned to Sydney and obtained a teaching certificate in physical education
before moving to Hong Kong in 1939 to run a physical education school. Following
the occupation of Hong Kong by the Japanese Army in December 1941, Mavis
staged a remarkable escape in March 1942 when she and a group of others walked
through Japanese lines into China then embarked on a 3,000 kilometre journey
by river boat, truck and train all the way to the city of Chongqing (重慶), which
was the allied wartime capital. There she worked for the British embassy for the
duration of the war, looking after refugees from Hong Kong.

After the war, Mavis went to live in Shanghai and worked for the Chinese
Industrial Cooperatives (中國工業合作協會) movement supporting the revival
of Chinese manufacturing and industry. Following the declaration of the People’s
Republic of China, she moved to Beijing in 1950 and worked for the Xinhua News
Agency (新華通訊社), first as a subeditor before teaching English to the agency’s
journalists. During this time, Mavis married and had a daughter. The Xinhua
school evolved into the Beijing Second Foreign Languages Institute, where Mavis
taught English to mature-aged students prior to the Cultural Revolution.

Mavis’ hardships during the Cultural Revolution convinced her that she should
return permanently to Australia and bring her daughter so she could complete
her education, as high schools in Beijing had been closed for several years. Both
arrived and settled in Canberra in 1981. At the age of sixty-five, Mavis could have
enjoyed a comfortable retirement but instead she enrolled at the Canberra College
of Advanced Education (now the University of Canberra) where within five years
she completed a Bachelor of Arts degree in Professional Writing followed by a
Graduate Diploma in Applied Economics.

Reflecting on her Cultural Revolution experiences, Mavis drew a connection
between her life in China and Australia and a growing interest during the 1980s in
the importance of oral history. Now in her seventies, her desire to record the lived
experience of Chinese Australians like herself, to look beyond the dry contents
of archival documents and legislation, led her to record interviews with a diverse
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Figure 0.1. Mavis Yen on her wedding day in Beijing, 1 May 1950. (Yen family)

range of Chinese Australian people from across Australia between 1987 and 1995.
In all, approximately forty-five hours of invaluable Chinese Australian history was
recorded on some forty-one cassette tapes. While there was a contemporaneous
interest among academics and history researchers in oral history, Mavis was not
active within that movement. She had no professional or academic support. This
was a project she conceived and completed on her own. As she was from the same
generation as her interviewees, and had similar life experiences, she was able to
draw out information that may have eluded someone from outside the Chinese
community or of a more academic bent. Some of her interviews were even recorded

About the Author: Mavis Gock Yen
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Figure 0.2. Mavis Yen in Beijing, c. 1951. (Yen family)

over yum cha (飲茶) in Sydney’s Chinatown with the clatter of plates and trolleys
audible in the background.

Mavis haunted the National Library of Australia and the Australian National
University Library in Canberra, as well as the State Library of New South Wales,
with their vast collections of Australian, Chinese and South-East Asian materials,
to delve into the complex relationship between the two nations and its peoples
stretching back over 150 years. She was not a professional historian and the scope
of academic research on China–Australia relations at that time was not as wide or
as deep as it is today, but Mavis had a keen intellect that allowed her to put each
story into its historical context. Armed, at first, only with her manual typewriter,

South Flows the Pearl
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Figure 0.3. Mavis Yen (left) and Evelyn Yin Lo. (Yin Lo family)

she meticulously transcribed her tapes in question-and-answer format, stopping
and starting her tape recorder endlessly as she typed the verbatim conversation. She
then took the interviewees’ responses and edited them into first-person narratives.
Again, a laborious task which took tremendous application. With the purchase of
her first personal computer, she quickly mastered the new technology and polished
and refined her manuscript over a number of years to create this unique work by
the time she was in her early eighties.

Mavis was a humble person. She had returned to Australia with little money
and lived on the aged pension and in government housing. But she was generous
with her time and what little money she had, and asked for nothing in return. When
living in Canberra during the 1980s, many a recently arrived Chinese student was
pointed in her direction for advice, a chat and some home-style Chinese food. She
made friends and acquaintances easily, as evidenced by her overflowing address
book.

Sadly, Mavis Yen passed away in 2008 before she could see her work in print,
but her manuscript stands as both legacy and testament to a pioneering
achievement by a remarkable woman who, though largely self-educated, had the
foresight to see the lasting value in recording the soon-to-be-passed lives of
everyday people from the Australian Chinese community. This was the generation
who, like herself, had direct links, via parents and grandparents, to the first mass
wave of Chinese immigration to Australia in the mid-1800s. They were

About the Author: Mavis Gock Yen
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hard-working people who suffered blatant state-endorsed discrimination but
carried on regardless to create fulfilling lives for themselves, their children and
grandchildren so they could take their rightful place in the fabric of today’s
multicultural Australian society.

Richard Horsburgh and Siaoman Yen

South Flows the Pearl
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Foreword
Kam Louie

In recent years, books and articles about China and the Chinese diaspora have
mushroomed. In Australia, interest in Australia–China relations and the Australian
Chinese has gathered so much momentum that the media is saturated with reports
about things Chinese, including the impact of Chinese international students, the
political situation in Hong Kong and the fluctuations of trade with China. There are
also numerous accounts about the Chinese diaspora from journalists, academics
and Australian Chinese themselves. Novelists and other creative writers have also
produced an abundance of work about Australian Chinese life. The growing
knowledge about things Chinese is enabled, too, by the sheer number of ethnic
Chinese in Australia. The 2016 census tallies some 1.2 million people in Australia
as having Chinese ancestry, and the average Australian would most likely know
a Chinese person as friend, neighbour, colleague or family member. Yet, while
Chinese matters are a mundane phenomenon in Australia now, actual
documentation of what the people thought or felt prior to and during the White
Australia Policy days is almost non-existent. Given this backdrop, a book subtitled
“Chinese Australian Voices” is timely and poignant.

The voices captured so touchingly and compellingly in this book by Mavis
Yen are special. They belong to “everyday people from the Australian Chinese
community” in the days under the White Australia Policy, when the Chinese
population dropped from 30,000 at Federation to as low as 10,000 after the Second
World War. The Chinese people presented here belong to a different category to
those the average Australian would now encounter. Whereas ethnic Chinese are
highly visible in the current Australia landscape, the Chinese presence then was
confined mainly in vegetable market gardens, restaurants or Chinatowns in Sydney
or Melbourne. The people recorded here do not see themselves as exceptional.
Indeed, their refrain, when recalling their experiences in their amazing lives, is
along the lines of Elizabeth Lee’s remark: “I just heard a little bit of this and a little
bit of that. Myself, I’m just an ordinary person”. It is precisely this insistence on
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being ordinary in what were extraordinary circumstances that makes South Flows
the Pearl a riveting read.

The book is a collection of twelve interview transcriptions of Australian
Chinese speaking about themselves and their families and it is augmented with an
informative introduction by Sophie Loy-Wilson and additional notes by the editors
Siaoman Yen and Richard Horsburgh. Apart from Lee Sing and Leung Pui, the
interviewees all spoke in English. While they had all spent most of their lives in
Australia, they were not wordsmiths. Their language is neither ornate nor complex.
They spoke simply, eagerly recalling as much as they could about conditions in
Australia and China and how they and their families reacted to those conditions.
The majority were very elderly by the time of the interviews in the 1980s or 1990s,
and most have since passed away. They were happy to have their reminiscences
documented so their descendants could know something of their lives and times.

And some of those times were tough. To cite Elizabeth Lee again: “In the
early days, a lot of Australian people ill-treated the Chinese people … When my
father was young, he had a pigtail. The Australian boys in Darwin would tie their
pigtails together, you know, they were so cruel. That’s why the Chinese people
hated Australians”. The shocking revelation of this statement is not so much that
the “Australians” were cruel or that the Chinese hated them. Rather, it is shocking
because notwithstanding both she and her father were born in Australia, the term
“Australian” clearly was not one they applied to themselves. The same sentiment
is expressed by many of the participants, even those whose father or mother were
European or indigenous. Sadly, “Australian = White People” was taken for granted
in the White Australia Policy days.

The constant name calling was something several of the interviewees hark back
to, often with bitterness but also bemusement. As Hoy Lee recalls, “We were all of
course ‘Ching Chong Chinaman’… They called you things, but you sort of turned
a deaf ear to them, to a certain extent. We got used to it, see”. Interestingly, the
converse situation also occurred. Thus, in the case of Evelyn Yin Lo, who was born
in Australia but who like many of her contemporaries was sent to Hong Kong as a
child to learn Chinese, would encounter people in the streets of calling her a gwai
paw (barbarian woman) because she dressed and behaved like a Westerner. Her
response? “I knew what they were saying, but I didn’t care”. Having a white mother
did not shield one from this constant taunting, as Harry Gock Ming remembers. He
also learned to react in the same nonchalant way, “It was very upsetting when I was
young but later I got used to ignoring it”. This defence mechanism of consciously
disregarding insults and hurtful remarks may have helped them to continue to live
peaceably and productively in a hostile environment, but it came at a price. And
the price was to wilfully block out mainstream white society, resulting in social and
psychological isolation.

These early Chinese Australians were also highly mobile. Although they spent
most of their lives in Australia many also lived for considerable periods in China.
Similarly, Albert Lee On proudly declared that he “grew up in the bush” and Doris
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Fong Lim hailed from the Northern Territory, even though the majority circulated
between Sydney’s Chinatown and Chung Shan, Hong Kong and Shanghai. They
tended to have some connection to the famed Wing On Company, the banana
wholesalers in Haymarket (Chinatown) which evolved into the first modern
department store in China, modelling itself after the Anthony Hordern store in
Sydney. Leslie Chang for example points to his father as one of the first investors
in the company. Moreover, they identified with their Chung Shan origins, and take
pride in speaking “the purest Chung Shan dialect”. Many also remembered places
that served as their community centres. The Chinese Youth League for example
featured prominently in their memories, with Evelyn Yin Lo unreservedly declaring
she was the first female member and Peter Wong describing how and why he joined
and later became president. While the interviewees might have moved between
Shanghai and Sydney by way of Chung Shan, Hong Kong, Darwin, Perth and
Melbourne, their social circles tended to converge.

There was no shortage of adventures. China was in great tumult for most
of their lives and Australia too was undergoing dramatic transformations. The
interviewees speak of wars, banditry, poverty and opulence in China; they also
speak of the hardships of the previous generation in Australia, a land that was
thought to yield untold riches, as reflected in the name New Gold Mountain. This
was a myth, and money was only made through physical labour. “There’s no gold”,
as Leung Pui’s father insisted to a disbelieving family back in the village, “it’s all
muscle power”. There is no question that the lives of these early Australian Chinese
seemed as unreal to outsiders then as they are alien to people now. But they tell
their life stories simply and straightforwardly, with no hyperboles and artifice.
Mostly it was about family: who got sent back to China, who married whom, and,
most significantly, what they ate when. There are numerous fond recollections of
food from their childhood and festivals that they savoured. As Lee Sing says, “the
Chinese, no matter how hard they work, they must eat well”. Surviving racism and
hardship was an achievement, but satisfying hunger was an everyday concern. As
luck would have it, most were employed for some time in restaurants.

Though caught between Chinese and Australian cultures, the interviewees are
quite comfortable in themselves. They speak with passion about their experiences
in Australia and China, but they are not sentimental about life here and there, and
they certainly do not play a victim role nor try to pull heartstrings. I can attest to
their authenticity because as well as knowing some of the people involved, their
stories resonate with my own, even though I am almost a generation behind them. I
left my village in Chung Shan when I was a child and sojourned in Shekki and Hong
Kong for a few years before joining my father in Sydney in 1959. He himself came
as a young man to join his father, who spent most of his life here. I then lived in the
Wing On warehouse in Haymarket for several years before moving to the suburbs.
I was also an active committee member of the Chinese Youth League in the early
1970s. And, like so many of the interviewees, I moved between Australia and Hong
Kong and China for education and work before retiring back in Sydney. Most
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importantly, like most Australian Chinese then and now, I cherish the opportunity
to travel back and forth between Australia and China.

The desire among the Australian Chinese to be conversant in both countries
will only continue to grow as the million odd Chinese in Australia seek to make
sense of their place in this lucky country. Many enjoy the career and personal
opportunities that having two world outlooks bring. And their linguistic and
cultural capabilities afford them much advantage in dealing with the world. But as
in earlier times, unpleasant behaviour such as racist name-calling is still noticeable
at times of economic and social stress. The memories recorded in this book are
a timely reminder that even during the xenophobic days of White Australia and
political chaos in the anti-Japanese and Civil wars in China, basic humanity
prevailed. No matter how demanding a situation they find themselves, people
mostly just want good food, harmonious family life and safe social networks in
which to live. Australia is now a country of migrants, and migrants tend to travel
between their home and host countries, in the process enriching both materially
and spiritually. Today, when it is comparatively easy to cross national and cultural
boundaries, the voices in this book are acutely relevant and compelling.

South Flows the Pearl
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Introduction
Sophie Loy-Wilson

The overseas Chinese diaspora has a familiar migration history. The expansion
of the British Empire into Asia after 1815 provided the conditions for Chinese
migrants who ‘moved on the fringes of the great European migrations’ to the USA,
Canada, Hawai’i, Australia and New Zealand.1 These migrations were both forced
and voluntary: the Chinese came as indentured labourers and free settlers, gold
miners and prospectors. By the twentieth century their descendants were subjected
to a series of exclusion laws which worked to bar further Asian migration and deny
existing communities their political and legal rights. In Australia this legislation
became known as the White Australia Policy. As these global events and forces
indicate, the exodus of Chinese migrants from their ancestral homelands and their
occupation of the colonial frontier were shaped by both British settler colonialism
and imperial contests for control in Asia.

Over two million Chinese left South China between 1842 and 1949 to migrate
to the West.2 This was a profound movement of people on par with European
migration to the Americas in the same period. Some 40,000 Chinese migrants
arrived in Australia, making them the most significant non-Indigenous ethnic
group after Europeans. Few first-hand accounts remain to document their lives.
This is because most Chinese migrants were workers, many were illiterate and few
left writings behind.

The impact of these early migrants is still around us: in the farmland they
cleared and cultivated, in the remnants of Chinese market gardens marking the old
boundaries of towns and cities, in irrigation lines and river systems, in buildings
and temples, graves and memorials. As Mavis Yen writes in her preface:

1 Walton Look Lai, ‘Asian Diasporas and Tropical Migration in the Age of Empire: A Comparative
Overview,’ Journal of Chinese Overseas 5 (2009), pp. 28, 32; Adam McKeown, Melancholy Order:
Asian Migration and the Globalization of Borders (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011),
pp. 1–19.

2 Adam McKeown, Melancholy Order, pp. 1–19.
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They worked on stations, on the goldfields, in the tin mines. They cleared the
land for cultivation. They served as the nation’s market gardeners for more than a
century. The names of their descendants who fell in two world wars are inscribed
on rolls of honour.

But first-hand accounts telling their stories are rare. Wang Gungwu (王賡武),
a preeminent scholar of the overseas Chinese, blamed the destruction of old
Chinatowns and rapid urban development. Wang, who travelled the world in the
1980s and 1990s documenting the overseas Chinese past, felt that most of these
personal documents – what he called ‘expressive documents’, capturing ‘the wide
range of human desires [of Chinese migrants]’ – had been lost: ‘How does one
begin to understand the nature of these desires if they are not documented in any
way?’3

Mavis Yen used oral history to capture her community in all its complexity.
Recording more than forty hours of interviews between 1987 and 1995, she was
among the first Chinese Australian historians to use such a method; she was a
pioneer.4 She wanted to ‘account [for] the legacy left by 19th century Chinese
pioneers [and] bring to life a segment of Australian history that is fast disappearing.’
Today there are thousands of oral histories of migrants in Australian libraries,
archives and museums, usually commissioned by government organisations or
migrant groups.5 But Mavis’ collection is in a class of its own; this was no polite
exercise, no simple history project, this was a call for justice. Mavis describes the
collection in the following way:

Told by descendants, it is about discrimination, ostracism, denial of cultural
identity and denial of human rights. Mainly in their seventies and eighties when
interviewed, they included Australian-born sons and daughters of Chinese
parents, those of mixed Australian-Chinese origin, and the China-born sons of
commuters who were not allowed by Australian law to bring their wives or families
with them. Others, who spoke equally willingly and freely, decided not to
perpetuate their still fresh memories in print. But they also contributed because
they confirmed what the others said.

3 Wang Gungwu, ‘Mixing Memory and Desire: Tracking the Migrant Cycles,’ in Tan Chee-Beng,
Colin Storey and Julia Zimmerman (eds), Chinese Overseas: Migration, Research and
Documentation (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 2007), pp. 3–20.

4 Morag Loh recorded interviews with Chinese Australian war veterans from 1976 to 1983. See
Morag Loh, Dinky-Di: The Contributions of Chinese immigrants and Australians of Chinese
Descent to Australia’s Defence Forces and War Efforts, 1899–1988 (Canberra: Office of
Multicultural Affairs, 1989).

5 ‘Introduction,’ Kate Darian-Smith and Paul Hamilton (eds), Remembering Migration: Oral
Histories and Heritage in Australia (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2020).
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Mavis didn’t live to see this book in print as she died in 2008. Her work had
been consistently rejected by publishers for being too academic and therefore
not commercially viable. Her daughter, Siaoman, has found rejection letters from
publishers such as Allen & Unwin in her papers. We know that Mavis laboured
over her manuscript, taking the ‘the taped reminiscences of many older Australians
of Chinese descent, including her own brother Harry, and refining the stories and
re-writing them many times, over many years.’ As her son-in-law Richard explained
in her eulogy, her preface to the work ‘is very revealing of what motivated Mavis
to embark on this work and what also perhaps motivated her to make some of the
choices she made in her life.’6 My aim in this introduction to her book is to honour
Mavis’ intent. I reflect on her legacy. This is a book that offers a new way to be
Australian in this country, and it casts Chinese Australians as the protagonists in
their own stories.

She knew the people

In 2020, at the height of the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in Sydney,
Siaoman and Richard began listening to the oral history interviews Mavis
conducted for this book over twenty-five years earlier. Working in the 1980s, Mavis
had used cassette tapes and a tape recorder, sometimes recording over old radio
broadcasts or law lectures taped by her son-in-law Richard. Reviving these
recordings for new technological formats, Richard and Siaoman listened to Mavis’
voice, travelling across time and space to hear her as she sat opposite her interview
subjects, accompanied by the hiss and crackle of TV and radio sets left on in
the background, the clattering of plates in yum cha restaurants, the hum of cars
and planes, the shifting of bodies in seats and settees. Some were conducted in
Cantonese, which Mavis had learned as a nine-year-old when her family travelled
from Perth to live in China; she learned Cantonese from her stepmother in
Shanghai after her mother died of smallpox in 1925. Having spent a year in her
own family’s Cantonese village, Chuk Sau Yuen (竹秀園), in China, Mavis was then
exposed to the local dialects. The voice of frail ninety-five-year-old Lee Sing (李
成) rose and fell on the tapes, speaking what Mavis called the ‘purest Chung Shan
(中山) dialect, only using English to drive a point home.’ As he told her about life
in Australia since his arrival in 1909 at the age of thirteen, he reflected, ‘It’s the
language that's the obstacle. It doesn't flow. I can't communicate so well.’

Lee would die months after his interview, but he left much behind for us –
Mavis made sure of that. In the tapes, and the written stories Mavis crafted from
them, his voice joined that of a generation of Chinese Australians now passed on.
South Flows the Pearl allows us to meet them once again and ponder the radical

6 Eulogy for Mavis Gock Yen, in the possession of Siaoman Yen and Richard Horsburgh.
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new version of Australian history they lay before us. This is what people do when
they agree to tell their story: they speak to the future and they impart a faith in its
possibilities, in our ability to hear them. Whether or not we listen is up to us.

South Flows the Pearl is made up of twenty-two chapters charting the lives of
twelve Chinese Australian families with diverse ties to regional and metropolitan
Australia. Importantly, the book does not simply focus on the eastern states or
Australia’s big cities. Instead, through the lives of Mavis’ subjects, regional
Australian towns such as Babinda, Mossman and Camooweal in Queensland,
Moree, Tamworth and Wellington in New South Wales, Bendigo in Victoria, and
Broome in Western Australia are connected to port cities such as Sydney and Hong
Kong and finally to the lush flood plains of the Pearl River Delta, where the city of
Shekki(石岐) sat at the crossroads of regions such as Heung Shan (香山), with their
villages dotting the landscape, fringed by lychee orchards. Words such as ‘China’
and ‘Australia’ become less important in these stories, as the ties between Australian
towns and Chinese villages become clearer, ties that were built and maintained for
over a hundred years, and across generations.

South Flows the Pearl represents a community whose desire to preserve
something of their Chinese Australian lives had been consistently thwarted by
hostile forces: European colonialism, Australian nationalism and the White
Australia Policy, the Chinese revolution, two world wars, communism, capitalism,
the Cold War. But by far the biggest challenge was a more insidious one. Decades
of White Australia, compounded by cold war anxieties, meant that for many
Australians, ‘China was at best an exotic mystery and at worst a threatening source
of communism, compounding a sense that Chinese immigrants and their
descendants were outsiders.’7

This book is unique because it was researched and written by an insider, by
someone who not only spoke the languages of her subjects but had lived her life,
in a cultural sense, in parallel to them. She too had travelled between China and
Australia, as a ‘commuter’ in her words. She too had suffered discrimination for her
Chinese Australian roots, both in Australia and China. She too had lived through
wars and revolutions.8 She too had seen her family divided after 1949 as politics
rendered travel between China and Australia all but impossible. Most importantly,
she shared a sense of being absent from the national story, having also come of age
at a time when Australian history writing ignored her family’s deep roots in the
country.

In the late 1990s when Mavis undertook her interviews this was changing,
but the storytellers were largely still non-Chinese, still outsiders looking in, albeit

7 Sophie Couchman and Kate Bagnall, ‘Memory and Meaning in the Search for Chinese
Australian Families’ in Darian-Smith and Hamilton (eds), Remembering Migration, p. 335.

8 Sophie Loy-Wilson, ‘Daisy Kwok’s Shanghai: Life in China Before and After 1949,’ in K. Bagnall
and J.T. Martínez (eds), Locating Chinese Women: Historical Mobility between China and
Australia (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2021), pp. 230–54.
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more benevolent ones. In Darwin, Diana Giese was recording the lives of the
Northern Territory Chinese9 and in NSW the farmer turned historian Eric Rolls
was compiling Sojourners, his chronicle of Chinese Australian relations since early
colonial times.10 Melbourne-based historian Paul Macgregor recorded interviews
as part of the Postwar Chinese Australian Oral History Partnership (1992–2002)
and the Australia–China Oral History Project (1993–94).11 And in Sydney Shirley
Fitzgerald would later interview some of Mavis’ own subjects, such as Evelyn Yin Lo
(黎鑽好), for her book on Sydney’s Chinese, Red Tape, Golden Scissors.12 Across the
seas in Hong Kong, Michael Williams was in the midst of formulating his ‘village
centred’ approach to these histories, interviewing Cantonese communities about
their family ties to Australia, finding that just as Chinese Australians had left their
mark in Australia, so too in China: the Chinese names for Australian towns and
cities etched onto community halls, honouring the names and locations of those
who sent money home, and long-lost Australian relatives who had never returned,
alive in the minds of those he talked to.13

But Mavis was one of the first historians, and the only Chinese Australian,
to record her own community on their own terms.14 She was one of them, and
they spoke more openly with her, ‘because she [knew] the people’. Each subject
recognised themselves in Mavis and she in them. In one of her first interviews,
recorded with Thelma and Leslie Chang in 1988 around their Sydney kitchen table,
the cassette tapes captured the following exchange:

Mavis: And the Hawaiian Chinese have written a lot about them [Chinese
immigrants]. Here, nothing much has been written. The Australian academics
have studies, they have used all the documents, there is a man, a station owner,
you know a retired man [Eric Rolls], he’s been writing something and he goes to all

9 Diane Giese, ‘All the Flavour of the Time Returns’: Using Oral History to Record the Top End’s
Chinese Heritage,’ Occasional Paper No. 45, State Library of NSW, Darwin 1994; Beyond
Chinatown (Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1995); Diana Giese, Astronauts, Lost Souls
and Dragons: Voices of Today’s Chinese Australians in Conversation with Diane Giese (Brisbane:
University of Queensland Press, 1997).

10 Eric Rolls, Sojourners: The Epic Story of China’s Centuries-old Relationship with Australia
(Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1992).

11 Paul Macgregor, ‘Crossing Between Cultures: The Australia–China Oral History Project’,
National Library of Australia New 5.1 (October 1994).

12 ‘Interview with Evelyn Yin-lo’, Shirley Fitzgerald Papers, City of Sydney Council Archives
(CoSA) 2014/441808 Box SFO444; Shirley Fitzgerald, Red Tape, Golden Scissors: The Story of
Sydney’s Chinese (Sydney: State Library of NSW Press, 1996).

13 Michael Williams, ‘Chinese Australia: The View from the Village’, Locality (Autumn 2003), pp.
17–22.

14 Morag Loh was completing oral histories with Chinese Australian war veterans around the same
time as Mavis began her work. Morag Loh, Dinky-Di: The Contributions of Chinese Immigrants
and Australians of Chinese Descent to Australia’s Defence Forces and War Efforts, 1899–1988
(Canberra: Office of Multicultural Affairs, 1989).
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the different places and interviews people. But the stories that you tell and Harry
[Gock Ming] tells and so on, these are the real human-interest stories.

Thelma: Because you know the people.
Mavis: Well, you know the people and you know what it was really like. You

know how difficult it is for white people to write about the Aborigines, because
they can only write superficially.

Leslie: They can’t penetrate and they won’t get inside the information.15

Beyond White Australia

Mavis began her work after multiculturalism became government policy in the
1970s. Here was an acknowledgment at a political level that many Australians
came from diverse cultural backgrounds and had a right to express these cultural
differences. ‘Multiculturalism’ presented Australia as an ethnically diverse nation,
ushering in a new inclusive era as the racially restrictive White Australia Policy
was wound back. This policy had been in place for over seventy years.16 Much
good came from funding linked to multicultural initiatives. In Canberra, Morag
Loh was hired by the newly established Office of Multicultural Affairs to interview
Chinese Australian war veterans. The introduction to her book, however, hinted
that beneath the multicultural rhetoric, racism persisted, and was often directed at
Chinese Australians:

With continuing controversy about the scale of migration from Asia and the role
of Australians of Asian descent in the country’s economic, cultural and social life,
the Office felt that it was perhaps timely to draw attention to the contributions of
Australia’s defence members of our country’s largest group with Asian ancestry –
Australians of Chinese descent.17

The marginal place of Chinese Australians in the Australian community was
confirmed when academic Geoffrey Blainey argued in a public speech in 1984 that
in effect multiculturalism encouraged the arrival of poor Asians to compete with
unprepared poorer Australians in a contracting job market.18

This was not an easy time to force a reckoning with Australia’s Chinese past.
Working to document her community, Mavis’ scholarship did not court
controversy, nor did she insert herself into this ugly debate over Asian migration.
But she did want justice: through her work she wanted Chinese Australians to
reclaim a history that had been taken from them. Sophie Couchman and Kate

15 Private collection of Siaoman Yen and Richard Horsburgh.
16 Gwenda Tavan, The Long, Slow Death of White Australia (Melbourne: Scribe Publishing, 2005).
17 Loh, Dinky-Di.
18 Andrew Markus and M.C. Ricklefs (eds), Surrender Australia? Essays in the Studies and Uses of

History: Geoffrey Blainey and Asian Immigration (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1985).
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Bagnall have written of families so intent on erasing their Chinese heritage that
they vandalised photographs and destroyed records: ‘in the face of racist sentiments
and policies they changed their names, moved to places where their heritage was
unknown, discarded family papers and invented stories to explain “foreign”
colouring or to hide gaps in the family story.’19 I think that Mavis wanted to repair
the effects of this silence and loss. As she writes in her preface:

Before the spread of multiculturalism many Australian-born Chinese knew little
about China and its rich cultural heritage. Often the strongest association which
remained with them was their food. The Euro-centricity of the Australian
education system had deprived them of any glimpse into the cultural history of
China and Asia. The whipped-up scares about yellow hordes threatening Australia
had made them feel inferior and even ashamed.

But there were limitations on what this new multicultural history could offer
Chinese Australians. The rise of ‘ethnic studies’ in the 1990s – such as Asian
American history or Asian Australia history – recounted shared histories of
oppression and victimsation promoting Asian inclusion in the civic life of the
state, ‘erecting a multicultural ethnic studies framework.’20 But these histories often
privileged the perspectives of white observers over Chinese Australian experience.
They documented a surveillance archive of Chinese Australia: anti-Chinese
immigration laws, labour laws, anti-Chinese cartoons, and print journalism.
Focusing on racism and discrimination, they told the story of Asian oppression
under white supremacy as part of a contemporary struggle to bolster Asian rights
in Western democratic states. Historians learnt much about White Australia, and
less about the Chinese migrants forced to live within its constraints.

The ethnic-studies framework led to another problem as well. Using the word
‘Chinese’ at a time when many Australians had little China-literacy was misleading.
For most Australians, ‘China’ was associated with the Han Chinese culture of
the north, as opposed to the eclectic Cantonese culture of the south. It is hard
to emphasise enough how different these two groups were. South China in the
nineteenth century was more akin to Europe, with each province and district
divided not only by geographic boundaries, such as the many tributaries of the
massive Pearl River Delta, but also by dialect and ancestry. Mandarin Chinese was
as foreign in these villages as French or German would be in an English village.
Anglo-Australians were not expected to homogenise their Scottish, Irish or Welsh
roots, but widespread ignorance in Australia about China led many to homogenise
the complex backgrounds of Chinese Australians.

19 Sophie Couchman and Kate Bagnall, ‘Memory and Meaning in the Search for Chinese
Australian Families,’ in Darian-Smith and Hamilton (eds), Remembering Migration, p. 357.

20 Williams, ‘Chinese Australia,’ pp. 17–22.
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Each village in the Pearl River Delta has an origin story. These stories are about
ancestors, migration, discovery, settlement. They honour the first arrivals in the
area who left behind ‘clan’ names and ‘clan’ loyalties; the ‘Gock’ clan, for example,
or the ‘Ma’ clan. In Heung Shan, a pair of brothers and their descendants were
divided into ‘blues’ and ‘whites’ depending on which family line they came from.
Mavis’ daughter, Siaoman, can still relate the importance of these ‘blue’ and ‘white’
distinctions; her grandfather was a ‘white’. As Harry told Mavis: ‘One of these
two brothers became known as the “blue sky” ancestor and his progeny the blues.
The other was styled “hundred years” ancestor and his descendants the whites,
because the character for white has the same pronunciation as that for hundred.’ In
Mavis’ interviews, her subjects spoke of these distinctions because they mattered
and because they knew she would understand. Leung Pui (梁社培) told her of his
Leung clan ties, while Lee Sing explained, ‘In our village of Hei Fung Waan (起鳯
環), in Lung Du (隆都) district, the second district of Chung Shan County, we are
all Lees.’ Harry recalled that his father told him never to marry an ‘outsider’ to the
Gock clan – ideally he would choose a ‘white’ not a ‘blue’ Gock descendant. Others
spoke of Bendigo being populated by See Yup (四邑) or Four Counties people (the
four counties of Sun Wooey 新會, En Ping 恩平, Hoy Ping開平 and Toishan台山)
and that Tamworth was full of ‘Tung Koon (東莞)’ people. This ethnic complexity
did not end once Cantonese migrants arrived in Australia. John Fong (鄺寶贊)
was just one of a number of Mavis’ interview subjects who spoke of Indigenous
ancestry: ‘Quite a few Chinese married Aboriginal or part Aboriginal women. I had
a cousin who was married to a Chinese woman. They got divorced and then he
married a part-Aboriginal woman whose first husband was a Japanese diver.’ These
are all stories which expose the inadequacy of an ethnic label such as ‘Chinese’; how
can such a label capture the differences between Cantonese peoples and the depth
of their interconnection to Australian places and peoples?

Australian public memory-making around Chinese migration remains heavily
weighted towards the gold rushes of the 1850s and tends to represent the Chinese in
Australia as victims of white racial violence rather than as active historical subjects
shaping their own lives in the colonies.21 Such an approach allows for a distancing
between ‘then and now’, a type of redemption narrative that paints multicultural
Australia in a positive light in comparison to the brutal gold rush era of rampant
anti-Chinese nationalism on the part of white Australian miners. The afterlife of
Chinese migration to the Australian colonies in the twentieth century, those who
stayed and made lives as settlers, can sometimes be forgotten.

21 Sophie Loy-Wilson, ‘Peanuts and Publicists: “Letting Australian Friends Know the Chinese Side
of the Story” in Interwar Sydney,’ History Australia 6.1 (2009), pp 1–20. An important exception
is Sophie Couchman, John Fitzgerald and Paul Macgregor (eds), After the Rush: Regulation,
Participation and Chinese Communities in Australia, 1860–1940, special edition of Otherland 9
(December 2004).
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So where are the Chinese in Australian history? In her 1995 interview with
famed Stuart Town shopkeeper Hoy Lee (黄沛均), whose life is recounted in
chapter eighteen of this book, Mavis expressed her own thoughts on this question.

Mavis: Some history of the gold mining areas has been documented by Australian
history teachers and they’ve written fairly extensively about the Chinese. But
whenever Australians write about Chinese it’s always from the outside. They can’t
get inside. They aren’t ‘in’, you see, they aren’t Chinese. It happens to be they aren’t
Chinese, but if they lived with Chinese and mixed with them then they might get
a better insight, but they can’t get inside them.

South Flows the Pearl is a powerful reclamation of a way of being Australian on this
land that is far richer, far more multifaceted than we had thought. It is an Australian
story so far removed from any other Australian story I’ve encountered before
because it shows how and why our varied Australian pasts cross, intersect, break
apart and come back together. Chinese-Indigenous family ties are as common in
this world as are Chinese-Irish grandmothers and, in the case of Frank Lee Gee (李
植良), an Italian mother he never knew.22 Family ties stretch across vast distances,
from Broome to Perth to Sydney to Hong Kong, and deep into the Pearl River Delta.
Sometimes these ties stretch and hold under pressure and at other times they snap.

What we learn is that words such as ‘multiculturalism’ cannot but scratch the
surface of this story. In the hands of these storytellers we feel the soil in our hands,
roasted pork on our lips, incense in our eyes:

In the old days, when you wanted to ripen bananas you had to pack the incense
with the bananas in a circular drum and cover the drum up well, so that the fumes
from the burning incense would circulate. The bananas were ripened by the fumes.

In Tamworth at the turn of the century, hundreds of Chinese farmers gambled with
tobacco crops that could disappear in a night if the frost came too early: ‘All you'd
see was tobacco, high, beautiful, waiting for harvesting.’ On the Atherton tablelands
the soil was black and rich. The Chinese had cleared the land, selling the good
timber and burning the rest: ‘The ashes made the soil very rich and they grew
bananas, especially around Cairns. After the bananas were cut the suckers would
come up, what they call the next generation.’ All across Australia on special nights,
pig ovens built into the ground (and often mistaken for termite mounds today)
would glow and spark: ‘When the pig got to a certain heat, they brought it up and
used a fork to make the skin crackle.’

We are taken to the heart of a new Australian history of community. Hoy Lee
worrying over his Australian customers in the 1930s, their nerves shot by war, their

22 Frank’s parentage remains unclear to this day. We are unsure if his father or mother was Italian.
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breath smelling of alcohol, buying tins of salmon off him to eat on the road as
they searched for work or to re-sell to pay for their next drink. Frank Lee Gee’s
young foster mother, the daughter of the second wife of the famous Darwin and
Cairns Chinese merchant Kwong Sue Duk (鄺仕德), running away from her new,
much older Chinese husband, his foster father, and finally bringing Frank along
after his distress became apparent: ‘I was very attached to her.’ Evelyn Yin Lo’s
husband, a quietly spoken Chinese sailor, arriving back in Sydney’s Chinatown after
years away, sitting down for a meal, and instinctively rising to put an apron on
when he was told the restaurant was short on waiting staff. Peter Wong’s (黄寳榮)
shock upon arriving in Sydney from Macao at fourteen to work in his grandfather’s
market garden, only to see the old man, who seemed so strong in his letters home to
the family, stooped and frail, bent double from years of carrying drums of water on
a shoulder pole to water the garden. These were the stories that mattered to Mavis.
In 1988, while she was interviewing John Wong, she explained why:

Mavis: We know why the Chinese came to Australia, in the hope of bettering their
lives and the lives of their families. How they came is one [thing], but who they are
…? Several books have been written about how the Chinese came in the gold rush.
Nothing has been written about Western Australia. I’m looking for human interest
stories. I want to show the Chinese people as they really are. Most people are good,
some are bad in extremes in limited cases. Because of the gold rush all kinds of
people came – doctors, even scholars.

Between Worlds

Mavis identified herself and her interviewees as Chinese Australians, but this is
not the term the Australian state typically used for them. Over their lives they had
been variously designated as aliens, Asiatics, illegals, naturalised Chinese. White
Australians often fell back on the denigrating nineteenth-century terminology
‘Chow’ or ‘John Chinaman’. In China they were known as gum shan haak (金山
客) or gold mountain guests. Frank Lee Gee’s foster father was called a choy gee lo
(財主佬, rich fellow), in his village, but he wasn't all that choy gee (財主, wealthy).
Back in Australia, their parents worried they would bin gwei la (變鬼啦, turn into
barbarians), so many were sent back to China for an education.

Harry Gock Ming, Mavis’ charismatic older brother, admitted that being born
the first son had turned him into a tai jee jay (太子仔), a crown prince or wastrel
son or grandson, ‘who bludged on the labours of their gold mountain fathers’. Frank
Lee Gee, the son of mixed Chinese and Italian parentage, was told that he was loi
lek bat ming (來歷不明, of unknown provenance): ‘That’s what I told some Chinese
in a Sydney barber shop when they asked me where I came from. I’ve got no idea
where I come from.’ Frank was one of many Eurasian children in this generation.
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Hoy Lee’s shop served this population in Stuart Town: ‘I would say the Eurasians
were tolerated. We called them sap jat dim (十一點), “not quite 12 o’clock, not quite
the full dozen”.’ Evelyn Yin Lo met a fellow Chinese Australian in Hong Kong in
the 1930s, the son of an Aboriginal mother and a Chinese father: ‘He was very dark
for a Chinese and they called him haak gwai jaai (黑鬼仔, black barbarian boy). I
don’t know whether he minded. I always called him Wesley.’ In Hong Kong, Evelyn
herself was known as a gwai paw (鬼婆, barbarian woman).

Rules, Rights and Restrictions

The Chinese Australians documented in this book lived their lives in the shadow of
various anti-Chinese immigration laws introduced by governments in the colonial
era (1850–1901) and after federation, beginning in Victoria in 1855 with ‘An Act to
make provisions for certain immigrants’. These laws were complex, discriminatory
and ever changing.23 At various times they precluded Chinese migrants from
bringing their wives to Australia, from travelling, from working in certain
professions or at certain hours of the day, from owning land, and from voting in
elections or accessing welfare.24 White Australia was dismantled between 1966 and
1975. Historians have only begun to understand the social consequences of such a
policy.

In her preface, Mavis paints a picture of life in this ‘White Australia’. Her family
was like many Chinese Australian families – mixed race, battling, ostracised – and
encountering an Australian society that reserved its egalitarianism for whites only:

From the goldfield days onwards, independent-minded Australian women who
chose to marry Chinese were ostracized and their families turned against them.
The children of mixed marriages as well as those of Chinese parents were taunted,
bullied and insulted by their peers. Educated in Australian schools in the values
of common decency and a fair go, they were made to feel ashamed of their
origin. While some learned to fight back, most suffered in silence and resentment.
Extreme cases suicided.

Life wasn’t necessarily easier for Chinese wives left behind in the Pearl River Delta.
While transnational ties were successfully maintained by many families despite
White Australia, punitive anti-Chinese laws made return travel harder for
husbands, fathers, brothers – and therefore less frequent.25 Leung Pui’s father was

23 Myra Willard, History of the White Australia Policy to 1920 (Melbourne: University of
Melbourne Press, 1923).

24 Kate Bagnall, ‘Rewriting the History of Chinese Families in Nineteenth-Century Australia,’
Australian Historical Studies 42.1 (March 2011), pp. 62–77.
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determined his daughter would never marry an overseas Chinese or gold mountain
traveller: ‘To do so, he said, was as good as to condemn her to the life of a widow.’

Many of the individuals interviewed in South Flows the Pearl refer to the
so-called colonial era before federation in 1901, recalling family stories from the
pre-federation decades. Colonial anti-Chinese immigration laws were in place
before 1901 and these differed between each Australian colony. These laws were
amended, repealed, and then re-introduced many times across differed colonies
before 1901. The application of these laws also differed between colonies. At their
most basic, anti-Chinese immigration laws acted as a colour bar, blocking Asian
migrants from entering Australia unless they paid steep taxes.26 There were some
exemptions. If Chinese migrants were born in Australia or Hong Kong (British
territories), they qualified as naturalised British citizens, and these naturalisation
papers allowed some Chinese migrants a degree of stability and inclusion in
colonial Australian society. Others were granted special certificates of letters of
exemption. After the introduction of the White Australia Policy, Chinese
Australians travelled between 1901 and 1905 using Certificated of Domicile. After
1905 they used Certificated of Exemption from the Dictation Test. Naturalisation
documents and birth certificates were vital and there is evidence of a black market
in these documents, a practice common in America as well.27

Kate Bagnall has drawn attention to the importance of birth certificates in
Chinese Australian families.28 Frank Lee Gee’s return to Australia from China in
1937 was dependent on his Australian birth certificate, although it didn’t guarantee
him re-entry into the country. His foster-father, Lee Gee, returned before him,
travelling on a CEDT or Certificate of Exemption from the Dictation Test. While
Frank had been granted one of these in 1923, he had been out of Australia for
fourteen years, so had to wait for new paperwork. The Australian government
would occasionally grant requests to extend certificated of exemption for an added
three years, but eventually these certificates expired. Frank’s foster father left his
wife behind:

You couldn't bring your wife in those days, not like today. Not even
Australian-born Chinese could marry a girl in Hong Kong or China and bring her
over. You had to be in business to bring a wife out, and even then, only for six
months. A worker or a gardener couldn’t.

25 For more on the phenomenon of the so-called ‘left-behind wives’, see Huifen Shen, China’s Left
Behind Wives: Families of Migrants from Fujian to Southeast Asia, 1930–1950 (Honolulu:
University of Hawai’i Press, 2012).

26 Kate Bagnall, ‘Anglo-Chinese and the Politics of Travel from New South Wales, 1898–1925,’ in
Sophie Couchman and Kate Bagnall (eds), Chinese Australians: Politics, Engagement and
Resistance (Leiden: Leiden, 2015), pp. 203–38.

27 Beth Lew Williams, ‘Paper Lives of Chinese Migrants and the History of the Undocumented,’
Modern American History (2021) pp. 1–22.

28 Kate Bagnall, ‘Anglo-Chinese and the Politics of Travel from New South Wales, 1898–1925.’
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White Australia made sourcing labour for Chinese businesses challenging, leaving
many vulnerable to foreclosure and placing a burden on business owners and their
family members to do a large share of the work. Harry Gock Ming remembered
the Chinese workers from his dad’s shop very fondly, as if they were family. When
they left, his father couldn’t replace them: ‘Now Dad had to take on men not from
our district, with different customs and even speaking a different dialect.’ Evelyn
Yin Lo worked long hours in her parents’ restaurants, toiling alongside them, partly
because it was so difficulty to get Chinese chefs:

Dad didn’t want me to work in the restaurant because it was hard work for a girl.
He was trying to get another cook from China. So I said to him: ‘Listen, Dad, you’re
not well and we need the money, so I’m going to help. It doesn’t matter what you
think.’ As for Dad’s friend, who was arranging for another cook to come, he kept
saying: ‘The papers are coming through.’

The promised workers from China never did turn up, a disastrous outcome for the
family, who eventually lost their business.

Mavis remembered the Second World War as a turning point in Australian
attitudes towards immigration. This was an era she knew well as it was recent
history in the 1980s, and everyone she spoke to would have been affected by this
post-war and Cold War era in some way. In her preface she writes that by 1947
‘the controversial 1903 ban on Chinese wives and dependants entering Australia’
was finally overturned, and ‘the pressure for more liberalisation continued to lead
to even greater reforms.’ In 1957 the right of naturalisation was given to
non-Europeans who had lived in Australia for fifteen years or more and in 1958 a
new Migration Act replaced the 1901 Immigration Restriction Act and abolished
the dictation test. In 1972 Australia recognised the People’s Republic of China
after an historic visit by Prime Minister Gough Whitlam, and by the late 1970s ‘
multiculturalism’ was introduced as official government policy.

Mavis’ view of these changes was qualified by a sense of loss. She writes of a
generation cut off from their Chinese roots:

Then suddenly at the end of 1972 Australia turned its old immigration policy
on its head by recognizing the People’s Republic of China and introducing
multiculturalism and non-discriminatory immigration. The Australian Chinese
were ready for this. They had already contributed much to the land and its
prosperity. They were part of it. The early Chinese wanted their children in
Australia to know the Chinese language and understand Chinese culture, and
those who could afford to send their sons and sometimes daughters to China for
this purpose. Today many in their fifties, sixties and even seventies, do not speak
Chinese and know little about China. They have lost all touch with their roots
there.
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Mavis wrote these words decades ago, but they remain true today in anxious and
COVID-critical times. Chinese Australians still struggle to claim their heritage, still
being asked to choose between Australia and China.29 But the meaning of ‘China’
in these debates is not the southern Pearl River region featured in this book, but
a ‘communist’ China, synonymous for some Australians with military and cultural
threat, with espionage and corruption. As before, Chinese Australians are being
asked to prove they belong in Australia, even when many of their families arrived
with the Australians of predominantly European heritage who now govern here.30

South Flows the Pearl

From the air, the Pearl River Delta looks like melted silver thrown across the sea.
Three rivers meet here, flowing south, swirling around islands of land, forming
countless arteries of water, always prone to flooding. In 1557 the Ming dynasty (明
朝) (1368–1664) allowed the Portuguese Empire a foothold here, in Macao, at the
mouth of the Delta. The English East India Company followed in 1637, and with
them centuries of opium trade. And from the 1840s onwards, Cantonese migrants
from the Delta region left from here to join the gold rushes. In 1928 Mavis’ brother,
Harry Gock Ming, travelled through the delta, a journey he recounted vividly to
Mavis in her interview with him. They passed islands, his family telling him that it
was here, in the opium-running days, that ships loaded their cargo:

As we crossed the sea from Hong Kong to the mouth of the Pearl River, the junk
was propelled by a tug tied alongside it. But once we reached the delta the tug went
forward and took the junk in tow because of the narrowness of the river. This was
necessary to fit in with the tides. We came up the estuary of the river, then turned
left and came around the Shekki River. Everywhere I saw green mountains with
silvery water flowing down their sides. Heung Shan looked truly beautiful … After
a twelve-hour trip, our junk tied up on the east bank of the Shekki River, almost
opposite Dai Ma Loo (大馬路, Big Horse Street), in other words, Shekki’s main
street. We made a brief visit to the Wing On (永安) Bank in the main street, had
a good dinner in a restaurant and spent the night in a hotel on the waterfront.
The very next day, Dad had all our luggage and paraphernalia transferred to a
paddle-wheel junk to take us to Chuk Sau Yuen (竹秀園).

This was a journey so familiar to most Chinese Australians of Harry Gock Ming’s
generation that I suspect that in their memories of these trips they could feel the

29 David Brophy, China Panic: Australia’s Alternative to Paranoia and Pandering (Melbourne: Black
Inc., 2021).

30 Natasha Kassam and Jennifer Hsu, Being Chinese in Australia: Public Opinion in Chinese
Communities, Lowy Institute Report, 2021.
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lurch of the boat as it came into dock, smell the lychees ripening in the trees. They
would know that once they completed the long journey – Hong Kong to Shekki to
the village – gifts would be distributed to relatives. Leung Pui remembered one such
return from his childhood:

That evening, all the neighbours and everybody else around gathered in our house.
Gum Shan Haak (金山客), travellers from the golden mountain, always brought
one or two crates of things we didn't have in the village. There would be golden
mountain biscuits, golden mountain, or Sydney soap. We didn't have soap in those
days. We used berries from the tea trees. Dad used to bring other things like
clothing, woollen material, woollen singlets. We were all very excited. We wanted
to see what was in the boxes. There was bound to be something tasty and most
probably we'd be given presents.

Mavis knew these stories were part of a larger global tapestry, with threads reaching
out from the Pearl River Delta to California, British Columbia, New York, Otago,
Hawai’i and all over Australia. She records her interpretation of this Pearl River
Delta migration story in her preface:

The participation of Chinese in the gold rushes to both California and Australia
shared a similar history. During the mid-nineteenth century, China was plagued
with official corruption, overpopulation, floods, famine and drought, civil war
and uprisings … So when news of gold discoveries in California in 1848 arrived,
emigration was welcomed by the See Yup people as a way out of their plight. But
ancestor worship is the dominant feature of traditional Chinese religion. To avoid
being regarded as unfilial for deserting the graves of their ancestors and leaving
their spirits without sacrificial offerings, the See Yup miners decided to go but with
the intention of returning to China. They would become sojourners, make enough
money to improve the life of their families and then return home for good.

Departures

In July 2020 I joined Richard and Siaoman at Rookwood cemetery in Sydney to
look for graves. Rookwood is so large that it is called Sydney’s ‘sleeping city’. We
are like tiny ants moving through a million graves. Frank Lee Gee is buried here,
as is Hoy Lee, and Evelyn and Don Yin Lo (羅順忠). Lee Sing is here as well, and
Leung Pui. Richard navigates for us using the digital grave finder provided on the
Rookwood website: ‘Plot 218, Plot 219’.

We are in the ‘new’ Chinese section. The new section is tightly packed and
orderly. Family surnames such as ‘Lee’ or ‘Choy’ are etched in gold, on large,
gleaming red marble head stones. The old section is sandstone only, and erosion
hasn’t left much behind. Only a few sandstone gravestones bearing Chinese
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characters are still legible, and long stretches of open grass indicate that other
graves have simply crumbled into the ground or were never marked to begin with;
many graves never bore headstones. One sandstone structure has survived, though:
the towering Quong Sing Ting monument, built in 1877 by the Quong Sing Ting
society. It is used during Chinese ancestral festivals such as Ching Ming (清明),
when descendants arrive to sweep the graves of the dead, to remember them, and
to bring respect. The monument plays another role as well. It bears the names of the
many migrants whose bones were returned to China. Before 1950 Chinese migrants
paid to have their bodies exhumed and re-buried in their local village with their
parents, guaranteeing a resting place for their souls. This was in accordance with
community beliefs and practices.

Cemetery Days were pork days. A whole pig was slow-roasted and the meat
divided between families who would travel to Rookwood or other cemeteries to
place the meat on the graves of their ancestors, before eating it themselves. In
Bendigo, Thelma Chang’s grandfather, Louey Fong Goon, and his Irish wife,
‘supplied all the pork when the Chinese went to the cemetery … Grandfather
supplied the pork to quite a few outlying places around Bendigo too. He and
grandmother would arrange for people to do the slaughtering.’ Hoy Lee would have
attended Ching Ming at the cemetery near Stuart Town, and the Parkee family in
Tamworth, against the backdrop of tobacco plantations. Archaeologists have found
Chinese pig ovens all over Australia, dug into the ground, reinforced with brick.31

In Wellington NSW, close to Stuart Town, a pig oven sits on the land of Tim Sing
Lee in an old market garden, heaped with scrap metal. I got to see it in person in
2019 when Tim pointed it out to us.32

At Rookwood we find the grave of Lee Sing. It is well maintained, with photos
of the deceased, information in Chinese. Family names and village locations
transport us back to the Pearl River Delta. Lee, of course, came from the Delta
region, from a village in Lung Du, a district of Chung Shan. He died in 1989, the
year a whole new generation of Chinese migrants – the Tiananmen generation –
would depart China for Australia. There are three photographs on his headstone.
Lee’s photo has been placed beside his two wives. His second wife, Lam Tim Yuk
(林添玉), who died in 1996, and his first wife, Siu Gim Hee (萧金喜), who died
in 1930. Richard, Siaoman and I are touched. Siu Him Hee died in the village,
the year after the Wall Street crash, and a year before the Japanese invasion of
Manchuria, far from Rookwood, far from Australia. She died so young, so long
ago, but presumably on Lee Sing’s instructions his family included her photograph
on the headstone, despite the absence of her body. Mavis, of course, recorded Lee’s
story – so we have far more than this headstone. We have his voice to guide us:

31 Gordan Grimwade, ‘Crispy Roast Pork: Using Chinese Australasian Pig Ovens,’ Australian
Historical Archeology 26 (2008), pp. 21–28.

32 Juanita Kwok, ‘Wonderful Wellington: The Longevity of the Chinese Community in Wellington
NSW,’ Chinese Southern Diaspora Studies 8 (2019), pp. 1–25.
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It took me seven years to save up enough money to go home the first time. After
that, I went back every few years, whenever I had enough money. The first time
I went back to get married. My first wife, Siu Gim Hee, and I had three children.
Unfortunately, she died when she was only thirty-two. I re-married a girl named
Lam Tim Yuk in the next village, and we had another three children. The present
Mrs Lee is my second wife.

Mavis is not buried at Rookwood. She rests with her brother Harry and her two
sisters, Edna and Sheila, in the Northern Suburbs Crematorium on Sydney’s North
Shore. At the end of her preface to this book, she wrote the following words. They
are hopeful. They are proud. They stake a claim for Chinese Australians in this
country’s history:

The history of the Chinese in Australia is almost as long as Australia’s own history.
Their descendants can now look back with pride at the contribution made by their
forefathers, which today is finally being made known.

Introduction
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